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PRESENTATION

iMEP/HIMS optimizes suppliers and hospitals workflow,
providing a perpetual inventory approach specifically
designed for healthcare products requiring a very detail
traceability. Automate supply chain control-from the
warehouse of the supplier to the utilization of the product in
the hospital; including stock level maintenance, remote
inventory management, multi-location and automatic
replenishment, detail traceability and much more…
iMEP/HIMS Cloud Software provides a complete control of
your inventory at your fingertips; allowing you to focus

on your process optimization and cost containment. With

iMEP/HIMS, your hospital department using it is in a

continual state of readiness.

 

Presentation

Our Software and Service vision

Simplicity
Adaptability
Flexibility
Extensibility
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Offers automatic replenishment base on Min-Max rules

adjust with seasonality factors to keep the right level off

inventory on hand: enough to meet your needs but not

too much to create waste

Alerts about inventory that expires or will expire to

streamline the utilization of the appropriate lots to avoid

waste

Shares inventory across locations during backorder,

shortage situations or anytime

Inventory carrying costs to create more efficient

operations allowing funds to be reallocated to

services  that benefit hospital or patients

Optimizes annual inventory spend by better

understanding your inventory levels and inventory

utilization needs

Manages inventory levels across multiple hospital

locations. Gain a corporate-level view for the hospital

or the supplier

Generates purchase orders electronically to reduce

process time and costs

Full traceability of the product from the receipt into

your location to the consumption

Full traceability of each user operations

The utilization by instruments, the performance of

your inventory versus the tests performed

Dashboard-driven reports

Reacts to trends in product or instruments usage

throughout your network

Interfaces with suppliers, HIS and any instrument to

support streamlined workflows

Consolidates management of inventory information in

one source

Manage

 

Track

 

Report and alert

 

Integrate

 

Allows a quick implementation across
multiple hospitals
Create unlimited access points
Supports multi-location and multi-
site use, allowing any actor to benefit
from one single, unique and accurate
stock and replenishment situation

Tracks in type of product regardless
of storage location
Integrates with existing automation
equipment and software
Allows you to add new hospitals and
users as you grow

Facilitates faster analysis of data
Promotes efficient data gathering and
reporting
Provides opportunities for continuous
process improvement

Web-based

 
Device Independent

 
Dashboard Reporting

ADVANTAGES

/HIMS

Benefits of iMep/HIMSBENEFITS OF IMEP/HIMS
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Benefits of iMep/HIMS

HEALTHCARE CONSUMMABLES SUPPLY CHAIN

ABOUT US
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MCR solutions is a multinational company specialized in
business software development as well as value-added
IT services. We are experts on business software:
 
With fifty specialists in computing management around
the world, our companies are reliable partners to ensure
the implementation of appropriated solutions for
companies o from independent to multinationals. www.mcr-solutions.com

iMep.net is a brand
from MCR solutions

 info-es@mcr-solutions.com
 

iMep intuitive interface is easy to understand. Ensuring the tool is used correctly and reducing system
adoption learning curve and effort while increasing compliance and data integrity.

https://www.mcr-solutions.com/

